Experience the sunrise from the Wiedersberger Horn at 2.127m!
At dawn the Wiedersbergerhornbahn takes you to the top station. From there you can walk independently in about 45 minutes
to the Wiedersberger Horn peak at 2,127 metres above sea level.
Once there, you will be able to experience a fascinating sunrise and
beautiful panoramic view. Our tip: treat yourself to a mountain top
breakfast - for a perfect start into the day!

After a ride with the Reitherkogelbahn a 2,5 km long, varied path awaits you.
You and your family are bound to have a great time with fun & games in Juppi
Zauberwald. While your parents are enjoying the wonderful vistas from the
viewing platform over the Alpbach, Ziller and Inn Valleys you can discover the
various fun play areas. The youngest family members can also be part of the fun,
the path is suitable for prams and buggies. Well then, on your marks, get set, go!

More infos on www.skijuwel.com/sunrise

Our TIP:

Toy wagon & child carrrier backpack
hire at the Reitherkogelbahn.

The 1.420 m long new ”Alpbachtaler Lauser-Sauser“ is a high speed
Alpine-Coaster. With Austria‘s highest loop (18 metres) and further
cool jumps the coaster guarantees racy downhill fun for all ages. The
attraction is situated at the Wiedersbergerhornbahn top station in
Alpbach and operates both summer and winter. A photo
taken at the photo point or a speed check are lasting
souvenirs of a great and thrilling ride
on the Alpbachtaler Lauser-Sauser.
More information:
www.skijuwel.com/lauser-sauser

SAFETY
IN THE SKI JUWEL!

Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:
Sunday:

13,00

6,50

10,50

Single ride

9,50

8,50

7,00

6,00

17,50

9,00

14,00

Block of 4 tickets*

36,00

32,00

26,00

22,00

Ascent incl.
Single ride Coaster

22,00

16,00

12,00

11,00

Ascent incl.
Block of 4 tickets*

41,00

32,00

26,50

22,50

ALPBACH

Ascent 1 Section

13,00

6,50

10,50

Ascent 2 Sections

17,50

9,00

14,00

Ascent & Descent 1 Section

15,50

8,00

12,50

Ascent & Descent 2 Sections

21,00

10,50

17,00

Ascent & Descent incl.
Single ride Coaster

25,50

18,50

13,50

12,50

Ascent 2 Sections
and Descent from midstation

18,00

9,00

14,50

Ascent & Descent incl.
Block of 4 tickets*

44,50

34,50

28,00

24,00

4,00

4,00

4,00

4,00

SCHATZBERGBAHN

Photo

AUFFACH

Ascent 1 Section

9,50

4,80

8,30

Ascent 2 Sections

16,30

8,20

13,10

Ascent & Descent Section 1

13,30

6,70

10,90

Ascent & Descent Section 1+2

21,00

10,50

16,50

Ascent 2 Sections
and Descent 1 Section

19,00

9,50

15,40

7,30

3,70

5,70

Journey Descent (1 Section)

NIEDERAU

Ascent only

13,00

6,50

10,40

Ascent & Descent

17,50

8,80

14,00

8,30

4,20

6,20

–

–

1 Day Paraglider (incl.
site maintenance fee)

37,00

SAISONCARD ALPBACHTAL & WILDSCHÖNAU SUMMER
ADULTS

Lauserland-Program
in summer 2022:

Saisonkarte

YOUTH

2003 - 2005

151,00

102,00

TIME PERIOD

REITHERKOGELBAHN

TIME

07.05. - 24.06. 9.00am - 4.30pm

4.15pm

4.30 pm

25.06. - 04.09. 9.00am - 5.00pm

4.45pm

5.00 pm

Off-season

05.09. - 03.10. 9.00am - 4.30pm

4.15pm

4.30 pm

Our TIP:

5.00pm

5.00 pm

4.45pm

5.00 pm

AUFFACH
ALPBACH

Off-season

16.06. - 24.06. 9.00am - 4.30pm

4.15pm

4.30 pm

High season

25.06. - 04.09. 9.00am - 5.00pm

4.45pm

5.00 pm

Off-season

05.09. - 06.11. 9.00am - 4.30pm

4.15pm

4.30 pm

daily*

”Genussgondel”

Gift Vouchers!

„Mountain Top Yoga” incl. lift ticket (ascent & descent) € 22,50/pers.
Duration: 1 hour
Please visit www.skijuwel.com/yoga for registration.

More information can be found here
www.tyrol.com/summer-cable-cars

FREE ALPBACHTAL REGIOBUS

Alpbachtal Region holiday-makers are entitled to free use of the
Regiobus within the region and at the same time protect the environment.

with valid Alpbachtal Card

Sculpture Park at the Markbachjoch,
with 30 modern sculptures at the
Mittermoosen reservoir.

Paragliding in Tyrol
It’s like a dream! The skies above Niederau are dotted with
parachutes. The Wildschönau is one of the best regions for paragliding in the Tyrol. The conditions and wind here for paragliding are
near to perfect because of the protected location. The start in the
Wildschönau is conveniently near to the top of the Markbachjoch
cable car.

The sculpture park on the Markbachjoch Mountain was initiated by
local blacksmith and metal artist Josef Feller. The 30 fascinating pieces were created by internationally renowned metal sculptors and
placed around the reservoir on the Mittermooser Alm. The park can
be easily reached from the Markbachjochbahn in about 30 minutes.
The little mountain restaurant is open throughout the summer in
fine weather.

The Genussgondel is the perfect idea for a gift. The Alpbacher Bergbahnen take bookings for the summer months, as from mid-June
until the beginning of November. For all those who feel like having
a post-meal walk the scenic panorama path around the Wiedersberger Horn is an ideal route to round off an indulgent gondola ride
in the Alpbachtal.

* daily on the operating days of the Wiedersbergerhornbahn.
Restrictions due to the weather conditions possible.

Mountains

Valleys

Barrier-free
access to the Schatzberg

During Summer 2017 the Schatzbergbahn underwent modernisation work, thus becoming a new, modern 8-seater gondola lift.
Starting from Auffach the gondola lift leads to the Schatzberg via
the Koglmoos middle station.
During modernisation great importance was given to make the use
of the lift barrier-free. Wheelchair users and guests with limited
mobility can now reach the mountain top with ease and enjoy the
beautiful views.

KITZBÜHELER ALPEN SOMMER CARD
The card is available for 2 to 14 (consecutive) days or as a summer
season ticket. Valid for 38 cable cars in the Kitzbühel Alps area plus
discounts at numerous associated facilities (e.g. open air pools, bathing lakes, museums and excursions). Include the use of the bus on
the specified routes. Available for adults, youths and children at all
ticket offices of associated cable car operators.

8-seater Schatzbergbahn facts:
•
•
•
•
•

For prices and details, please
check on www.sommer-card.at
or the Summer Card folder.

Great Ski Area

Transportation capacity: 2.650 persons / hour
Length: 4.061 m
Elevation distance: 912 m
Journey time: 13 min.
Investment: about € 18 Mio.

The Ski Juwel Alpbachtal Wildschönau with its four mountains
and two valleys is one of Tyrol‘s largest and family friendly ski
areas. The two valleys with their four peaks have plenty to offer
in summer, too.
Reither Kogel
The Reitherkogelbahn gondola brings you up Reith in Alpbachtal‘s local mountain with ease and in no time. At the top ”Juppis
Zauberwald“ (Juppis Enchanted Woods) awaits families with
many fun play areas and lovely hiking trails.
Wiedersberger Horn
The ”Alpbachtaler Lauserland” with its many fun play areas is
situated right next to the Wiedersbergerhornbahn top station.
Families can expect to have loads of fun on the ”Alpbachtaler
Lauser-Sauser“ Alpine Coaster. Kids will love climbing the ”Lauser-Tower“, testing their balancing skills on the rope-course or
the “Balancier-Teich” (pond with stepping-stones), the ”LauserBall Run” and discovering all the other Lauserland highlights.
Schatzberg
Following a comfortable and barrier-free 13-minute ride the new
Schatzbergbahn takes you from Auffach up onto the Schatzberg.
Enjoy the splendid sweeping 360° views over the Kitzbüheler &
Zillertaler Alps.
Markbachjoch
The Markbachjoch is a paragliding hotspot. Relax in the adjacent
hammock park or during a leisurely walk through the sculpture
park.

WHEN THE ALMROSEN*
ARE IN BLOOM...

Start
of the season
3rd Dec 2022

Around the Schatzberg Peak
An easy walk but with breathtaking 360° views of the Wildschönau and the Alpbach valleys. From the centre of Auffach take the
Schatzberg gondola to the top. The circular route at the top takes
you passed the Schatzberg Alm and the Gipfö Hit restaurants.
Enjoy the 360° views of the Wildschönau and neighbouring Alpbach valleys.

”Genussgondel“ incl. ascent & descent € 45,- / pers.
More information about the free Regiobus use can be found on:
www.alpbachtal.at
Timetables are published on: www.vvt.at

ALPBACH

16.06. - 06.11. 9.30am - 4.00pm

The ”Genussgondel“
Mountain breakfast with a view of the Tyrolean mountains!
A hamper, generously filled with local delicacies awaits you aboard
the gondola, which is prettily furnished with red velvet. Sit back
and relax, enjoy the delicious culinary delights and the spectacular
views. The hamper contains all you need for a scrumptious breakfast, brunch or snack.

Our TIP:

NIEDERAU

ALPBACHTALER LAUSER-SAUSER

In the Ski Juwel the Wiedersbergerhornbahn with the Alpbachtaler
Lauserland and the Reitherkogelbahn with the Juppi Zauberwald
are certified as family mountains and therefore proud to be part of
the „Best Austrian Summer Cable Cars“.

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Our Terms and Conditions apply. These are displayed at the ticket
offices Alpbacher Bergbahnen and Bergbahnen Wildschönau points of
sale and on our website on www.skijuwel.com/gtc

Mountain Art

LAST
DESCENT

Off-season

WIEDERSBERGERHORNBAHN

GENTLE YOGA.
Activate/relax body and soul practicing attentive asanas whilst focusing on breath work. In addition to the physical practice of postures (asanas) the yoga session will address other Yoga aspects such
(meditation, pranayama and relaxation).

138,00

Reductions: Reductions for groups from 15 persons. Contact our staff
at our ticket desk for more information. Guests in possession of valid
Alpbachtal- & Wildschönau Cards for the Alpbachtal Holiday Region and
Wildschönau Holiday Region are entitled to free use of the mountain lifts
in Alpbach and Wildschönau during the official operating times. Operating times laid on for special events such as sunrise or sunset ascents/
descents and rides with the Alpbachtaler Lauser-Sauser are not covered
by the Alpbachtal and Wildschönau Card!
Family specials: if both parents are using the mountain lift the second
child travels free of charge, if only one parent is using the mountain lift
the third child travels free of charge. Applicable for children aged 6 to 15.
(Only Alpbachtal, not on the ”Lauser-Sauser“ not Wildschönau!)
Transport of dogs, mountain bikes, etc.: € 4,00 charged by the Alpbacher
Bergbahnen (not covered by the Alpbachtal Card and Wildschönau Card!)
Child carrier backpack hire at the Wiedersbergerhornbahn top station
and at the Reitherkogelbahn: On a daily basis free of charge (refundable
deposit!) at the bottom, middle or top station!
Toy wagon hire (subject to availability!) at der Reitherkogelbahn. Please
enquire at the Reitherkogelbahn lift ticket desks.

Pure relaxation and the loveliest views over the Wildschönau Mountains at the Hammock Park on the Markbachjoch.You will find the
hammock stations on the Markbachjoch Mountain and below the
Foisching restaurant in Niederau. The hammocks can be hired in
some hotels and at sport Blachfelder.

REITH I. ALPBACHTAL (Closed on Wednesdays!)

04.06. - 03.10. 9.00am - 4.45pm

A total of 19 Tyrolean summer cable cars have been quality-tested
according to strict criteria and have been awarded the title ”Best
Austrian Summer Cable Cars“ by the Professional Association
of Cable Cars of the Austrian Federal Economic Chamber. Summer
cable cars are particularly characterised by their unique offer on the
mountain and their tested quality at the highest level.

75,00

High season

SCHATZBERGBAHN

Take part in the weekly (every Tuesday) gentle Yoga session on
the Wiedersberger Horn with wonderful views over the Alpbachtal
mountains. Pure relaxation for beginners and experts - fantastic
views included!

from 1956

LAST
ASCENT

07.05. - 23.10. 9.00am - 5.00pm

Conquer the Peaks

2006 - 2015

*Attention: Block of 4 tickets not transferable!

Hang out at the best places
on the Markbachjoch

OPERATING TIMES

MARKBACHJOCHBAHN

Alpbachtal Mountain Top Yoga

CHILDREN SENIORS

All Prices in Euro. KeyCard deposit fee € 2,00.
Subject to change.

”Grilling sausage at Lauser‘s fireplace”
”Nature experience day in Lauserland“
”Lauser‘s handicraft corner“
”Cool Lauser Day“
”Skilful & Smart“
”Lauser‘s riddle rally“
”Explorers’ trip through the Lauserland”

KIDS

2005 - 2013 2014 - 2018

Ascent only

Descent only

The mountain top playground ”Alpbachtaler Lauserland“ is situated
right next to the Wiedersbergerhornbahn top station in Alpbach.
”Lauser“ of all ages are bound to find plenty of things
to do in and around the approx. 40 play areas, while
adults can take in the splendid views.

CHILDREN

Ascent & Descent

MARKBACHJOCHBAHN

Alpbachtaler Lauserland

YOUTH

2003 - 2004

ALPBACHTALER LAUSER-SAUSER

REITH I. ALPBACHTAL

WIEDERSBERGERHORNBAHN

Alpbachtaler Lauser-Sauser

ADULTS

from 1956

Alpbacher Bergbahnen
GmbH & Co.KG
A-6236 Alpbach/Tirol, HNr. 311
Phone: +43 (0)5336 / 5233
Fax: +43 (0)5336 / 5233-24
E-mail: info@alpbacher-bergbahnen.at

Juppi Zauberwald
on the Reither Kogel

SENIORS

MIT TELPUNKT

Special sunrise ride
to the Wiedersberger Horn

2006 - 2015

Schatzbergbahn GmbH & Co.KG
A-6313 Wildschönau/Tirol
Dorf, Auffach 273
Phone: +43 (0)5339 / 5353-0
Fax: +43 (0)5339 / 5353-144
E-mail: buero@schatzbergbahn.at

REITHERKOGELBAHN

ria‘s
Aust p
With est loo !
high etres)
(18 m

CHILDREN

www.skijuwel.com

ADULTS

WILDSCHÖNAU – SUMMER HIGHLIGHTS

#skijuwel

MOUNTAIN LIFTS TICKET PRICES SUMMER 2022

Photos: Ski Juwel Alpbachtal Wildschönau, TVB Alpbachtal and TVB Wildschönau.
As of: April 2022. Subject to printing, typesetting errors and changes.

ALPBACHTAL – SUMMER HIGHLIGHTS

www.skijuwel.com/winter

Our TIP:

Hike to the Gernalm mountain lake.

*(mountain azaleas)

SUMMER INFO
2022

www.skijuwel.com

10 GUIDELINES FOR SAFE MOUNTAIN
HIKING
1. Getting fit in the mountains

Hiking is an endurance sport. It makes the heart and circulation work, which
requires you to be healthy and to realistically assess your fitness. Try not to
rush and walk at a tempo where nobody in the group gets out of breath.

2. Careful planning

Hiking maps, guide books, the internet and experts can inform you about
the length, height difference, difficulty and current conditions of a hike. You
should always choose which hiking trails you will take according to the skills
of the group. Pay particular attention to the weather forecast because wind,
rain and cold increase the risk of an accident.

Wiedersberger Horn
2127 m

A42

Make sure you have the right equipment for the hike you are taking and that
your rucksack is not too heavy. Protection from the rain, cold and sun should
always be packed in your rucksack, as should a first-aid kit and a mobile
phone (European emergency number 112). Maps and GPS will help you find
your way.

Loderstein
1830 m

A40
A41

48

3. Complete equipment

4. Appropriate footwear

R30

Good hiking boots protect and provide relief to your feet and improve your
footing. When choosing a pair of shoes, make sure that they fit perfectly, have
non-slip soles, are waterproof, and that they are light.

A40
7

48

7
49

7

48

47

5. Sure footing is key

8

8

307

A16

8

A40

45

51

307

320

Juppi Zauberwald

307

9

R16
R29

45

7

9

7

R16

9

7

54

1

Wiedersbergerhornbahn

316

R18

A40

Schatzbergbahn

7

Discovering the landscape in a fun and varied way is very important for children. In passages where there is a risk of falling, an adult can only look after
one child. Very difficult hikes, which require long periods of concentration, are
not suitable for children.
Small groups are more flexible and allow members to help each other. Tell
everyone in your group your end destination, route, and return route. Stay
together in your group. Attention to those hiking alone: even minor incidents
can require serious emergency assistance.

1
23

10. Respect for nature and the environment
59

23

316

40

22

A11

321

To protect the natural mountain areas, do not leave rubbish behind, stay on
the paths, do not disturb wild animals or livestock, do not touch the plants,
and respect protected areas. Take public transport or use carpooling to get
to your destination.
© Club Arc Alpin, 2012

21
19

Markbachjochbahn

8. Responsibility for children

9. Small groups

54

23

23

R19

9

2

2

A40

A40

In areas without any signs there is an increased risk that hikers will lose their
way, will fall or that rocks will fall. Avoid short cuts and go back to the last
point you recognise if you stray from the path. Steep old snow fields are often
underestimated and very dangerous as one can easily slip.
Regular rest helps hikers to recover, enjoy the landscape, and makes the hike
more sociable. You need to eat and drink to sustain your concentration and
energy levels. Energy drinks are ideal for quenching your thirst. Cereal bars,
dried fruit and biscuits will satisfy your hunger while walking.

44

51
23

306

6. Stay on marked paths

7. Regular breaks
R19

9

44

1

Reitherkogelbahn

318

R19

51

29

Falls as a result of slipping or tripping are the most common cause of accidents. Make sure that you do not lose your footing or concentration because
you are going too fast or are tired. Also watch out for falling rocks: by walking
carefully you avoid loosening rocks.

Lauserland

Lauser-Sauser

A9

EMERGENCY NUMBERS
140: Mountain rescue service – Alpin emergency
112: European emergency number (works with any

21

mobile phone and all available networks)

SYMBOLS
Cable car
Hiking trail medium
Hiking trail easy
▲ Difficulty: medium
Difficulty: easy
❀ Suitable for pushchairs
Information

HIKING TIPS IN THE WILDSCHÖNAU
MARKBACHJOCH TOP STATION

Walking time
approx. (h).

2
▲ From Markbachjoch to the Käsealm - Horlerstiegl
and back - hiking trail
Take the no. 2 path to the Käsealm, where cheese („Tiroler
Almkäse“) is produced the traditional way. Pause for something to eat and drink and take in the beautiful view over
the mountain lake. Continue on to the Horlerstiegl (starting
point for Feldalphorn) and back to the top station. This route
is suitable for the elderly and families with young children.

▲ Around the Roßkopf
Take path no. 21 via the Norderbergalm and no. 22 and no.
23 to the Roßkopfhütte. Continue on to the Stödl dip and
Prentneralpe on paths no. 23 and along path no. 29 to the
Horlerstiegl. Walk back to the top station via path no. 2.

4

MARKBACHJOCH TOP STATION

Walking time
approx. (h).

▲ Mittermoos Sculpture Park Hike

2

In front of the Markbachjoch chapel bear east and keep left
towards the Kropfraderalm. Walk downhill to the Mittermoos
mountain lake, where you reach the Sculpture Park. Continue
along to the „Mittermoosjochlift“ bottom station and along
the forest track to Niederau.

SCHATZBERGBAHN TOP STATION

From the top station follow path no. 9 (gravel road until the
Thierbach / Kothkaserkreuz turn-off). Either turn right at the
Kothkaserkreuz or bear left staying on the gravel road leading to
the Kothkaseralm. Follow path no. 9 with its many opportunities
for stopping and having a rest to the Gasthof Koglmoos, near
the middle station – continue along the road (no. 9) to Auffach.

Walking time
approx. (h).

▲ Schatzberg circular trail - mountain path

1½

From the top station take path no. 9 to the Schatzberg - no.
8 to the reservoir - Gernalm and top station. Several benches
along the way offer a welcoming rest and splendid views.
Sturdy shoes required!

Walking time
approx. (h).

▲ From the Schatzberg to Auffach - mountain path

SCHATZBERGBAHN TOP STATION

HIKING TIPS IN THE ALPBACHTAL

2

▲ From the Schatzberg to Auffach via the Neuhögenalm
Starting out from the top station, walk towards the peak.
Take path no. 8 along the ridge to the mountain lake at the
Gernalm and continue on to Gern and the Joel peak. Follow
path no. 48 to the Niedersattel. Turn onto path no. 7 to the
Neuhögenalm. Either continue along path no. 7 to the Hinterer and Vorderer Aschbachalm and the Mitterbergalm, then
continuing along path no. 44 via the Steiner farms (pleasant
trail leading through the woods and fields) to Auffach.

5

WIEDERSBERGERHORNBAHN TOP STATION

Walking time
approx. (h).

▲ Summit hike Wiedersberger Horn 2.127m

1

In Winter the Wiedersberger Horn is the Alpbach Valley´s local
mountain for skiing and in Summer a TOP tip for hiking for
the entire family. The Wiedersbergerhornbahn mountain lift in
Alpbach brings hikers up the mountain. Following an approx.
1 hour walk you can easily reach the peak where you will be
rewarded with great views!
▲ Alternative: Panoramaweg Wiedersberger Horn
Rund um das Wiedersberger Horn.
Further hiking tips and hiking maps to the hiking area Alpbachtal & Wildschönau are avaliable at the ticket offices Alpbacher Bergbahnen, Bergbahnen Wildschönau points of sale
or visit www.skijuwel.com/hiking

WIEDERSBERGERHORNBAHN TOP STATION

Walking time
approx. (h).

▲ Standkopf 2.241m

3½

From the top station, the hike leads along the Alpbach side of
the panorama path lightly ascending to the Hornalm. Continue in a southerly direction over the ridge without significant
gain in altitude towards the “Sagtaler”. Shortly before the
finish a short ascent to the “Standkopf” awaits us.
2

REITHERKOGELBAHN TOP STATION
▲ Reither Kogel 1.336m

Walking time
approx. (h).

1-1½

The 1.336 metre high Reither Kogel can be reached with the
aid of the 8-person Reitherkogelbahn gondola (closed on
Wednesdays) in 1 – 1,5 hours. Walk back to Reith along the
panorama path, the “Stations of the Cross” way or alternatively via Hygna.

REITHERKOGELBAHN TOP STATION

Walking time
approx. (h).

Circular path „Juppi Zauberwald“

❀ Take the 8-person Reitherkogelbahn gondola (closed on

Wednesdays) to the top, where there is a nice playground
with slide, trampoline and photo frame.
Take the path leading past the Nisslhof and after approx. 10
minutes one reaches a slight elevation with a magical tree,
the birds nest swing, climbing tower and petting zoo.
The path continues direction Fürstenhof and Hinterkogl
where there is another area with haunted marsh, wobbly
bridge and boulder wall. Follow the signs for the witches
house and viewing platform and take in the spectacular
views over the Alpbach and Inn valleys. The path continues
past the water games back to the Reitherkogel top station.
The total walking time depends on the time spent at the
various play areas.
The path is suitable for pushchairs.

1

4Mountains 2Valleys
Mountain Holiday
Experience

1

Restaurant
Parking
Bus stop
WiFi hotspot
Sculpture park
Paragliding

10 RULES ON HOW TO BEHAVE
AROUND GRAZING ANIMALS
1. Avoid contact with grazing animals, do not feed them and keep
a safe distance.
2. Stay calm and quiet - do not startle grazing cattle.
3. Mother cows instinctively protect their young. Therefore,
keep dogs away from cows at all times.
4. Always keep dogs under control and on a short leash. If you think you are
going to be attacked by a grazing animal, let go of the leash immediately.
5. When crossing alpine pastures, always stay on the path.
6. If you find your route is blocked by grazing animals,
walk around them leaving as much space as possible.
7. If grazing animals approach you, stay calm, do not turn your back
on them and move out of the way of the animals.
8. Leave the pasture quickly as soon as you see early signs that the
grazing animals are becoming nervous or restless.
9. Do not climb over fences. If there is a gate, use it. Make sure you
then close it properly behind you and cross the pasture quickly.
10. Treat workers, nature and animals with respect.

